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Research into Dolphin Deaths
When almost half the population
of dolphins in the Swan-Canning
Estuary and Bunbury inner waters
were reported dead by Murdoch
scientists, public outcry resulted.

Left to right: Richard Harper is the new Alcoa Chair of Sustainable Water
Management, with Vice Chancellor Professor John Yovich and Alan Cransberg
Managing Director Alcoa of Australia.

Connecting

The social impact of mining

North-West teaching shortage

The latest news from peers around
the world. Here you’ll find the closest
alumni chapter to your home.

Professor Glenn Albrecht believes there
is a lack of social impact assessments and
responsibilities prior to and following
mining projects around communities.

Murdoch University is working with the
Department of Education and Training
to tackle the shortage of early childhood
and primary teachers in the Kimberley
and Pilbara regions of Western Australia.

______________________________

If you haven’t visited Murdoch recently,
here’s your chance to catch up on
what’s happening at your university.
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Helping India
Staff and students from the Schools of
Pharmacy, Chiropractic and Sports Science,
Nursing and Midwifery, are doing their
bit to make the world a better place with
three innovative projects in India.

Murdoch University is the place to study for people
who want to make a difference. That visionary
ideal of tertiary education underpins everything
we do at Murdoch — our teaching, our research
and the way we reach out to our community.

____________________________
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This year marks Murdoch University’s 35th year. Established
in 1975 to provide a choice of study alternatives for
students in Western Australia, Murdoch remains a university
with an exceptional reputation for research and teaching.
Underscoring Murdoch’s growing international
presence and reputation, enrolments at our local
campuses and study centres around the world
have reached record levels, with more than 18,500
students now studying for a Murdoch degree.
In 2009 Murdoch received record research funding,
including funding to host the new $25 million Australian
National Centre of Excellence in Desalination.
The distinction of our staff has been affirmed through
national awards for research and teaching. Professors
Bob Mead and David Hill received prestigious
awards from the Australian Learning and Teaching
Council. Researchers Dr Mike Bunce and Dr Vedi
Hadiz were among the first in Australia to receive
Australian Research Council Future Fellowships.
I am proud to see our outstanding graduates
making their mark in the world. Murdoch alumni
are prominent in business, industry, government
and the community in Western Australia, nationally
and internationally. In 2010 we will introduce
alumni awards to recognise their achievements.
Murdoch University continues to make discoveries
that change the world and the role you, our
alumni, play is helping to create that change.

Professor John Yovich AM
Vice Chancellor
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Ground-breaking research
into camel health
Veterinary anaesthetist Dr Peter Gray is
helping with the expansion of a camel
racing facility for the United Arab Emirates
President.
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Postcard from China
We hear from Law/Commerce graduate
Stephen Hay, who is working as a marketing
manager for China Iluka Resources Limited.
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Finding a solution for fuel shortages
With fossil fuel supplies drying up,
Murdoch scientists are already turning
algae into fuel and trying to develop it
into a viable solution for the future.
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and Learning, but our Alumni will continue
Welcome to the first Intouch for 2010.

Help us find
lost Alumni!
Are you are still in touch with friends from your
Murdoch University days? If so, help us reconnect
with them by visiting http://ace.murdoch.edu.au/
forms/changeofdetails.html, scrolling down and
filling in the name and email addresses of your
friends. You‘ll automatically go in the monthly draw
to win a $50 gift voucher to use in the Bookshop.

After a year on maternity leave, it’s
wonderful to be back at Murdoch for
another challenging year that will see
us undertake some exciting events and
activities. I would like to thank Jo-Ann
Whalley for her work as Acting Manager
in my absence. She did a wonderful
job and I am pleased to be continuing
to work with her as she takes on a new
role within the Office of Alumni.
Last year was a time of great change for
the Alumni Careers and Employment
Centre. As part of a recent restructure we
said goodbye to our involvement with

to be able to access all the assistance and
facilities of Careers and Employment.
While there is sadness at losing some
of the structures that have built and
sustained Alumni activities for so many

As always we are on the hunt for our
lost Alumni. If you have old Murdoch
buddies, please invite them to get back in
touch with us either online at www.ace.
murdoch.edu.au/forms/changeofdetails.
html or by phone on +61 8 9360 6668 or

years, it is also an exciting reflection

via email to alumni@murdoch.edu.au.

of the new direction and focus the

Finally, warm thanks and congratulations

University is giving Alumni. With a range

to all our new alumni graduating this

of new events and functions as well as

year and we look forward to welcoming

our continued presence at all Graduation

you to our future events and to the

Ceremonies, we are looking forward

Alumni Careers and Employment Centre

to meeting all our new graduates and

when you are next on campus.

reacquainting ourselves with past Alumni.

Vanessa Fernandez-Kennedy

To view the full list of coming Alumni events,

Manager – Alumni, Careers

click on the “Calendar of Events” on your

and Employment
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Memorable mentors steer
a path from Murdoch to Michigan
Veterinary alumna Bronwyn Rutland has
achieved a long-held goal to become an
internationally recognised specialist.
Dr Rutland (Bachelor of Veterinary
Medicine and Surgery 2002) became a
registered veterinary specialist in 2009
after completing her Internal Medicine
residency at Michigan State University.
She also completed the requirements to
become a Diplomate of the American
College of Veterinary Internal Medicine
(ACVIM) – a specialist qualification that
is recognised throughout the world.
Dr Rutland, who has been living in
America and Canada for the past five
years, returns to Australia this year to
initially work as a locum intern at the
Veterinary Specialist Centre in Sydney.
She said her future sights were set on
Veterinary alumna Bronwyn Rutland.

more clinical research, integrating the

Commerce
alumnus features in
Asian premiere of
Broadway musical

Held in November 2009, the musical
comedy, which is set in 1930s Paris,
was one of the biggest musical
productions staged in Singapore.
It featured international jazz sensation
Laura Fygi, Filipino star Jake Macapagal and
Australian actress-educator Nicole Stinton.
Mr Girardi, who played Squash Bernstein
in the musical, arrived in Singapore
at the age of 21 and found himself
pursuing a career in the arts.
The Perth born and bred Mr Girardi said he
was always passionate about performing,
but didn’t consider a career in the field
until an opportunity to study at La Salle
College of the Arts in Singapore came up.
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Claude Girardi.
He said after three years of solid work,
many productions and a lot of fun, he
was cast in Victor/Victoria – an experience
that proved an “absolute blast”.
The now Singapore based Mr Girardi
said his Murdoch degree provided a
well rounded education that boosted his
ability to manage and market himself.
“Furthermore, I made long term friends
with some fantastic people that made
the experience of studying at Murdoch
even more valuable,” Mr Girardi said.

Mr Crossthwaite’s editorial team
interviewed many sufferers of mental
illness, their families and supporters, as
well as managers and decision makers
from the region’s mental health services,
to provide a nine-page series of articles on
the often veiled world of mental health.

minimally invasive surgical techniques
she learned during her residency
into clinical practice, further specialty
work in urology and endocrinology,
as well as teaching and lecturing.
She said Murdoch’s veterinary school
had given her an excellent grounding in
clinical medicine, as well as encouragement
from some memorable mentors.
“My mentors Dr Peter Irwin and Professor
John Yovich gave me the confidence and
encouragement to pursue my dreams of
becoming a specialist,” Dr Rutland said.
“I hope to encourage students/
residents in the same way.
“As a graduate of Murdoch, which
has American Veterinary Medical
Association (AVMA) accreditation, I
was able to work in private practice in
North America, which has opened many
doors and been a great experience.”

Murdoch degree
leads to many
options

Commerce alumnus Claude Girardi (Bachelor
of Commerce Marketing and Management
2006) starred in the Asian premiere of the
Broadway musical Victor/Victoria.

health services in Melbourne’s
outer eastern suburbs.

Mr Crossthwaite, who also has a
personal struggle with depression, said
working on the cooperative project
proved rewarding on many levels.
David Crossthwaite.

Walkley for
journalist
Alumnus David Crossthwaite
(Bachelor of Journalism 2000 major
in live radio) credits his experience
at Murdoch with shaping the
framework for his probing style.
As editor of Maroondah Leader, Mr
Crossthwaite headed up an editorial team
which collectively won a 2009 Walkley
Award for best online journalism.
The award is for Feeling the Strain - a
multimedia exploration of mental

He said that the project proved a “meeting
of minds” and provided him with the
opportunity to work with the exceptional
talents of photo journalist Andy Drewitt
and reporter Brigid O’Connell.
“The mental health system is
maddeningly complex, involving dozens
of programs and nearly as many service
providers,” Mr Crossthwaite said.
“There is unprecedented demand on
police, social services, hospital emergency
departments, mental health professionals
and the millions of people who will
experience a mental illness in the next year.”
Mr Crossthwaite credited part of his
success to the direction of Murdoch
University tutors who encouraged him to
have a ‘crack‘ at authority and achieve
excellence through cooperative work.

Reducing environmental footprints

Tourism Western Australia research analyst
Kate Gibb finds herself carving an unexpected
career path.

Encouraging people and businesses to manage their
environmental footprint is all in a day‘s work for
renewable energy alumnus Vikram Kenjle.

Ms Gibb, (Bachelor of Science 2008) who
did a double major in environmental
science and eco-tourism, plans to build a
career in the field of market research.

Mr Kenjle (Master of Science Renewable Energy 2005)
is project manager for Big Switch Projects, a boutique
consultancy company which delivers climate change
response strategies for business and government.

Ms Gibb said although market research was
only a minor part of her studies, she found she
was passionate about this area of work, which
enabled her to use her research skills to develop
solutions for people and organisations.

Big Switch Projects specialises in reducing environmental
impacts for existing buildings in the commercial property
sector and is expanding into residential energy audits.

“My degree, which wasn’t a vocational degree, gave
me some flexible career options,” Ms Gibb said.
“I could have found work in an
environmental consultancy or gone into
working as a tourism operator.
“But after working in this position, I am finding
market research can be very rewarding.”

Vikram Kenjle.

Mr Kenjle said while commercial buildings were responsible
for about 10 per cent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions, output from this sector would
rise by 150 per cent in the next decade if these buildings were allowed to operate inefficiently.

Singapore Alumni Chapter
The Chief Executive Officer of the Murdoch
University International Study Centre
in Singapore, Richard Soh, has offered
administrative assistance to revitalise the
Singapore Alumni Chapter.
The Singapore Alumni Chapter will receive
secretarial and administrative support through
the Centre including use of meeting rooms
at their city campus and assistance sending
communications to members.
The Annual General Meeting will be called early
this year to elect formal Office bearers.
Being part of your local Alumni Chapter is a
great way to stay connected with old friends and
make new contacts. If you’re a Singapore based
alumni, keep an eye out for a formal email
invitation in the near future and make sure your
contact details are up to date online at www.ace.
murdoch.edu.au/forms/changeofdetails.html

Reviewing Communications
As a community leader in sustainability, Murdoch
University is always keen to reduce its carbon
footprint and environmental impact.
To this end we are in the process of reviewing
our various print publications and seeking
to better understand how our graduates and
partners would like to receive communications
from the University.
Leading research company, Synovate has
been engaged to conduct a series of focus
groups, surveys and studies to help plan our
communications policies.
Synovate has begun working with current
students and alumni on this important project.
If you would like to assist or just let us know your
views on how you want us to keep in touch, then
please contact the Alumni Office on +61 8 9360
6668 or email us at alumni@murdoch.edu.au

New Alumni Awards
At last year’s alumni function at Alligator Pear
in Singapore, the Vice Chancellor Professor
John Yovich announced the establishment of the
Annual Alumni Awards.
With more than 40,000 alumni worldwide
and 2010 being Murdoch University’s 35th
anniversary, it is the perfect time to recognise
and reward some of our outstanding alumni.

“Hence we feel that existing buildings form a very important part of Australia’s national effort
to mitigate its emissions and demonstrate its commitment to the wider community,”
Mr Kenjle said.

Whilst the final award categories and nomination
procedures are still being finalised, it is
envisaged the inaugural award ceremony will
take place in October this year.

His Murdoch degree gave him an understanding of the entire issue of climate change,
including energy economics and carbon management policy, as well as a technical knowledge
of clean energy options and energy efficiency.

Stay tuned for more exciting news on how you
can participate in what we are sure will become
a prestigious annual event!
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The footy
inspired
doctorate

Tiny things reap
big rewards
Former overseas student Anpalagan
Sockalingam returned to Murdoch in
2009 to spend three months as a visiting
research associate with the Murdoch
Applied Research Nanotechnology Group
(MARNG).

Dr Will White.

Alumnus
nominated for
Eureka Prize
Passionate marine conservationist
and world leading fish taxonomist
Dr Will White achieved finalist status
in the 2009 Eureka Prizes.

Nanotechnology uses parts smaller than
an atom to deliver advancements in fields
as broad as medicine, environmental
management, electronics and security.
Mr Sockalingam, an environmental
management professional with Malaysia’s
national oil company Petronas, said the visit

Dr White was nominated for the People‘s
Choice and Early Career Species Discovery
Awards categories of the Eureka Prizes,
which are presented annually by the
Australian Museum.

An ambassador
for ongoing
education

Dr White made finalist status for his role in
identifying more than 50 new species of
sharks and rays in the Australasian region.

Murdoch alumna Fiona McDougall (Masters
of Education 2006) is a shining ambassador
for the benefits of ongoing education.

Since 2001, he’s devoted his research to the
fish markets of Indonesia, one of the most
poorly documented fisheries in the world.

As program manager for Midwest Life
Education (MWLE) her role involves supporting
drug and health education programs in an
area covering 472,000 sqkm and 68 schools,
many of them in remote areas of the Gascoyne.

Dr White (Bachelor of Science (Hons) 1998)
completed his PhD at Murdoch in 2003.
Since November 2006, Dr White has
held a position at CSIRO in Hobart.
His taxonomy work involves classifying
marine fishes, particularly sharks
and rays, thereby gaining vital
knowledge that enables scientists
to work towards their survival.
Having had a keen interest in sharks and
rays from a young age, Dr White said
his primary aim was to ensure his work
contributed towards marine conservation.
Dr White is the current President of the
Oceania Chondrichthyan Society.
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The former enrolled nurse from Canada
began re-educating herself in 1999 when
she commenced a teacher assistant training
program at Edith Cowan University.
In 2000 she enrolled in a Bachelor of Arts at
Murdoch University’s Rockingham campus
and by 2003 had completed a double major
in Community Development and Sociology.

showed him how nanotechnology could be
used for reducing environmental pollution.

Doctorate of philosophy alumnus Sean
Gorman has brought the story of
Aboriginal football legends Jim and Phil
Krakouer to an audience spanning fields
as broad as academia, sporting circles
and the arts.

Launched in Australia in 2006, the
Endeavour Awards program has provided
education exchange for more than 30
Australian and Malaysian students.

Dr Gorman (Doctorate of Philosophy 2004)
successfully adapted his thesis, Moorditj
Magic: The story of Jim and Phil Krakouer, to
a popular novel, Brotherboys, in 2005.

Mr Sockalingam said along with
professional development, the awards
program also strengthened relationships
between Australia and Malaysia.

The novel was also adapted by
playwright Reg Cribb, resulting in
Krakouer, which opened for a sell out
season for Deckchair Theatre in 2009.

Anpalagan Sockalingam.

Dr Gorman’s Brotherboys provides an
insight into the history-making careers
and lives of the Krakouer brothers
who played for the Claremont and
North Melbourne football teams.
Dr Gorman, who was a wool classer before
returning to study, met the Krakouer family

Fiona McDougall.
marginalised groups and taught literacy
and maths at Greenough prison, also owns
events business Caniwi Dreams Consultancy.

After graduating Mrs McDougall moved to
Karratha, enrolled as an external student and
earned a Graduate Certificate, a Graduate
Diploma and a Masters Degree in Education.
Now living in Geraldton, Mrs McDougall,
who has managed a victim support service,
run early intervention programs for

“This was their first opportunity for a
steady learning environment. Education
can make such a difference for people.”

Law Alumni
Lyn Tooley
+61 8 9360 2979
l.tooley@murdoch.edu.au
Dr Sean Gorman.
while working in shearing sheds with
the brothers’ father Eric in Mt Barker.
Dr Gorman enrolled at Murdoch University
in 1993 and completed a double major in
Indigenous and Communication studies.
Dr Gorman said he decided to focus
on the Krakouers for his doctorate after
obtaining approval from Eric and brothers
Jim and Phil.
The brothers, who played for Claremont
from 1977 to 1981 and North Melbourne
from 1982 to 1990, made history when
they became the first cohort of Aboriginals
to be drafted to the same team.
Dr Gorman is now a research
fellow at the Centre for Aboriginal
Studies at Curtin University.

Did you know that Alumni Members of Murdoch University
can join the Guild Health & Fitness Centre for $9 a week?

Winner of the Premier‘s Active Citizenship
Award for a Community Group at
the 2009-2010 Australia Day awards,
Mrs McDougall dedicates her time to
community groups such as Radio Mama,
the Midwest Multicultural Association,
Yamaji News, the Arts and Development
Council and the TAFE Governing Council.
“I am very keen to use my skills to make
a difference in other people’s lives. I’ve
worked with people in the prison system
who weren’t literate, but then went on
to pass the necessary levels in literacy
and maths,“ Ms McDougall said.

Biotechnology & Molecular Biology
Lin Lendrum
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2897
http://www.bsb.murdoch.edu.au/interest/
alumni/bmb/
l.lendrum@murdoch.edu.au

Alumni Members
stay fit for less.
That’s a huge 25% discount
Ezypay Monthly Membership $36.50 normally $48.00
And benefits include:
• Ongoing fitness appraisals.
• Structured programs tailored to your needs.
• Access to all fitness classes.
• Continuous training & nutritional evaluations.
FREE drink bottle with every
Ezypay Monthly Membership.
CRICOS Provider Code 00125J

Mr Sockalingam (Bachelor of Environmental
Science 1999) received an Endeavour
Executive Award to evaluate how to
use nanotechnology applications in
environmental management.

Alumni Chapters
and city contacts

The Murdoch Guild Health & Fitness Centre is
located in the Sports Centre, near Carpark 4.
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2318.

www.murdoch.edu.au

Veterinary Alumni
Dr Maryanne Culliver
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2104
http://www.vetbiomed.murdoch.edu.au/MABS/
Alumni.html
m.culliver@murdoch.edu.au
Singapore
Mr Lim Jit Mee
limjitmee@jitm.com.sg
Hong Kong
Karen Ng
unimaxi@netvigator.com
Malaysia
Mr Adrian Ong, President
adrian76@streamyx.com
Botswana
Daniel C Malumbela
dmalumbela@debswana.bw
Telephone: +267 71202683
Thailand
Mr Somsak Soonthornnawaphat
Telephone: +66 2662 4029 Ext: 122
Mobile: +66 1 754 4548
Somsak@iucnt.org
Mr Pichai Chinachote
Telephone: +66 02 6498200
pichai.chinachote@luxurycollection.com
Indonesia
Nita Jodana
Telephone: + 62 21 86899 522
nita.jodana@daimlerchrysler.com
Japan
Ms Sayuri Okufuji
kcscenter@tenma.in
France
Serge Lambert
slambert@teamcotedazur.fr
Mobile: +33 (0) 6 03 35 64 17
Telephone: +33 (0) 4 92 17 51 67
Sydney
Dr Janet Chew
janet.chew@acu.edu.au
Melbourne
Linda Whittaker
jonlindammy@iprimus.com.au
New York (USA)
Andy Daulatzai
daulatz@myway.com
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Research at new lab to boost grain quality
A new laboratory focused on post-harvest
biosecurity has been opened at
Murdoch University.
Established at the University’s School of
Biological Sciences and Biotechnology, the
new laboratory is Western Australia’s first
research and development facility dedicated
to improving the quality of storing grain.
Principal Scientist, Murdoch University’s
Associate Professor YongLin Ren,
said the initiative was timely, as postharvest biosecurity and security of
stored grain was becoming increasingly
important around the world due to
Professor Giles Hardy, Head of the Murdochbased State Centre of Excellence in Climate
Change and Woodland and Forest Health,
and Dr YongLin Ren hold jars of weevils in
the new laboratory.

the threat of global food shortages.

help maintain the Australian grain industry
position as a market leader in domestic and
international trade with sound, cost-effective
and safe storage technology,” Dr Ren said.
Scientists at the laboratory will undertake
biological studies of insect pests and
micro–organisms that affect stored products,
develop pest management strategies and
examine stored product management.
The initiative will also increase education
and social awareness, providing online
information about Australian grain
storage, insect management and industry
regulations and enhance Murdoch
University’s students’ learning and research
in plant biosecurity and food security.

“The Post-Harvest Biosecurity Stored Grain

The laboratory team and infrastructure

Research Laboratory at Murdoch University

are a joint investment of the Department

will develop new risk mitigation options

of Agriculture and Food (WA) and

that will contribute profitably to plant

the Cooperative Research Centre

biosecurity, food and trade safety and

for National Plant Biosecurity.

From left: Murdoch’s Professor Michael Borowitzka and Vice Chancellor Professor John Yovich with WA Transport Minister Hon. Simon O’Brien MLC.

$2.3m Centre to fast-track clean fuels
Murdoch’s new Centre for Research into
Energy for Sustainable Transport (CREST)
has been given $2.3 million in funds
to fast-track the development of clean
alternative fuels for the State’s growing
transport needs.
The Western Australian State Centre
of Excellence was officially launched
at Murdoch University by Transport
Minister Hon. Simon O’Brien MLC.

technologies to assist the WA government
and industry to make the transition to
a new sustainable transport system.”
Professor Yovich said CREST brings together
the State’s leading researchers in alternative
transport fuels and technologies and

researching biofuel processing modelling,
derived from microalgae, battery chemistry

successfully meet the combined challenges of

and fuel cells and hydrogen energy.

State’s economy,” Professor Yovich said.

development and testing of
sustainable transport fuels for WA;

domestic or international students,

development of hybrid transport fuels using
mixtures of sustainable and fossil fuels;

Professor David Macey said in the past
students had to visit different parts of the South

Upon entering, students select one of

testing and evaluation of vehicles
using sustainable fuels;

Street campus to deal with enquiries on such

the options on offer on a touch screen.

matters as parking or advice on courses.

They are then assigned a number and,

possible stationary applications of
alternative fuels and conversion systems;

“Students used to have to tramp all over

•

economic and lifecycle analysis of
alternative fuels and transport systems;

“Before the new centre, prospective

•

demonstrations of sustainable transport
systems (e.g. fuel cell cars and buses,
plug-in electric vehicles, biodiesel
fuelled vehicles, hybrid systems);

•
•
•
•

Professor Yovich said Murdoch’s collaborative
partner in CREST, Curtin University, also
had expertise in oil and gas technology

•

and chemical engineering processes for

“Murdoch University has an international

the development of hybrid fuels, and its

reputation for creating renewable

research teams would contribute to CREST.
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in the one location, whether they are

merged all student services under one roof.

new energy products such as biofuel

“Fast-tracking this work is critical if WA is to

new green businesses and jobs to boost the

All student enquiries can be lodged

centre, located in the Chancellery Building, has

draws upon expertise in the university

Murdoch researchers at CREST are currently

climate change, and in the process create

Opened in time for the academic year, the new

•

Yovich said the new collaborative research

declining petroleum resources and slowing

ongoing reviews of oil depletion and the
development of alternative transport fuels;

working through CREST offer many

sector, industry and the public service.

commercialisation of clean, alternative fuels.

The Student Centre has solved

CREST research will include:

Murdoch’s Vice Chancellor Professor John
hub would fast-track the creation, testing and

Murdoch University’s new Student Centre is
a one-stop shop for all students.

energy solutions and the scientists
promising opportunities for new green

The Student Centre a one-stop shop

•

Director of Student Liaison and Recruitment

the campus,” Professor Macey said.

domestic students were dealt with by
Prospective Students’ and Admissions
Centre whilst their international counterparts
had to go to Murdoch International.

any such problems.

whether it be to pay for parking or get
advice on courses and enrolments.

when it is their turn, television screens
and an automated announcement
direct them to the correct counter.
There is also a self–serve area where
students can solve their problems directly
online following guidance from one of
the Student Centre’s liaison officers.
One of the real treats of the new centre is

postgraduate education of future researchers
of sustainable transport fuels; and

“External students went to another centre, as

the provision of information and
training for potential users of sustainable
transport fuels and systems.

“We sent people all over the place –

at the front can be opened up, allowing

previously a person could visit up to three

the Student Centre to expand into Bush

or four centres in the University.”

Court, yet still retain its queuing system.

did students who wanted enrolment advice.

that at peak times, such as the beginning
of the academic year, the glass panels

The Student Centre.
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Dogs and cats now have access to a range of therapies,
rehabilitation tools and exercise programs at Murdoch
University’s Veterinary Hospital.
The new Hill’s Pet Nutrition Mobility and Rehabilitation
Service was launched at the end of 2009.

The new Hill’s Pet Nutrition Mobility and Rehabilitation Service is launched.

The general public, as well as referring veterinarian
services, were able to preview the programs and
technologies that will be used to assist the recovery
of dogs and cats from illness and injury.
The Hill’s Pet Nutrition Mobility and Rehabilitation
Service showcased many different treatments, such as:

Alumni can
gain knowledge
for less.

•

hydrotherapy using an underwater treadmill;

•

pain management (including acupuncture by
a qualified veterinary acupuncturist);

•

therapeutic exercises; and

•

specific physiotherapy treatments supervised
by an animal physiotherapist.

The individual programs for pets will be able to assist with:
•
•

Murdoch University Bookshop extends a special invitation to all
Murdoch graduates to use the Murdoch Bookshop.

•

We are pleased to offer a 12% discount on a range of items
including textbooks, general books, stationery,
multimedia and giftware.
To take advantage of this offer, please present this
advertisement to claim your discount.

Please consult our website
for further information:
http://bookshop.murdoch.edu

www.murdoch.edu.au
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Bookshop opening times
8.30pm – 4.30pm Monday to Friday

restoration of mobility and function
after orthopaedic surgery;
improved function and quality of life
for patients with osteoarthritis;
improved strength and coordination following
neurological injury or surgery, resulting in
shorter and more complete recoveries;

•

pain management (both acute and chronic);

•

weight loss and fitness;

•

improved quality of life for geriatric patients; and

•

exercise for patients with illnesses
causing weakness or lethargy.

The facilities for the new service have been purchased
thanks to the generosity of Hill’s Pet Nutrition and
the Veterinary Trust’s donors and sponsors.
Perth metropolitan veterinarians will be able to refer
their clients to the service for specific therapy or
exercise programs to assist their patients’ recovery.

Alcoa Chair Professor Harper
tackles sustainable water issues
Helping to secure a sustainable future for West
Australia’s water resources is the focus for the inaugural
Alcoa Chair in Sustainable Water Management at
Murdoch University, Professor Richard Harper.
As Chair, Professor Harper is working with Alcoa of
Australia, Murdoch University and community stakeholders
to address water catchment challenges, impacts of changing
rainfall patterns, water capture, water reuse and recycling.
Murdoch Vice Chancellor Professor John Yovich
said Murdoch University was proud to be at the
forefront of research on water management.
“Good science, relevant to Western Australia’s conditions,
is needed to support the development of new waterrelated technologies, while training the next generation
of water managers,” Professor Yovich said.
Alcoa Chair in Sustainable Water Management at Murdoch
University, Professor Richard Harper.

“It is on this basis that the Alcoa Chair in Sustainable
Water Management was established.”
Professor Harper has more than 20 years’ experience
in science and policy roles for the WA Government
and was an early advocate for using investment
in carbon mitigation to tackle intractable land
management issues such as salinity and erosion.
“Australia is the world’s driest continent and there
are increasing pressures on water from both an
increasing population and future predictions of
climate change,” Professor Harper said.

Murdoch Alumni
Association
As one of more than 43,000 Murdoch graduates
around the world, you are entitled to many
professional and personal rewards:

“It is crucial that we develop smarter and more
innovative ways of managing our water resources.”
As part of his initial research Professor Harper will
travel through WA‘s South-West, consulting with
environmental and community groups as well as industry
partners to determine key issues and priorities.
Alcoa’s Managing Director Alan Cransberg said
that as part of its environmental stewardship, Alcoa
was focused on developing better ways to ensure
a sustainable future and this included seeking
solutions to water management challenges.
“We see collaboration as the key to success in tackling
critical sustainability issues,” Mr Cransberg said.
“This partnership with Murdoch University is part
of our water conservation strategy, the coming
together of environmental leaders to advance
water management solutions for everyone.”
The Alcoa Chair in Sustainable Water Management
partnership, valued at $600,000, will be supported
by Alcoa of Australia for the next three years.
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Last year, three Murdoch
University Schools coordinated

Students head to
India with hope
Some of the most impoverished and
disadvantaged people on the planet have
begun to feel new hope in their lives thanks to
three Murdoch University projects in India.
By Denice Rice.

humanitarian visits to India.
Fourth year chiropractic students travelled
to West Bengal to treat children and
adults who work in horrific conditions
smashing river stones to make rubble
for road building and construction.
The School of Pharmacy coordinated
the donation and delivery of drugs to
charity clinics in Chennai, and nursing
students took part in a pilot program;
spending five weeks working in a hospital,
and a village clinic, also in Chennai.

Ms Birkinshaw was accompanied on

“For our students it’s an experience
like no other,” he said.

The three spent 10 days observing practices

“They get to treat literally thousands of
people during their time over there and
practise in an environment that is nothing
like their normally pristine work conditions.”
Murdoch’s School of Pharmacy was able to
provide two charity clinics with a six month’s
supply of drugs through the generosity of
pharmaceutical company Alphapharm.

the delivery mission by fellow staffer
Manie Smith and award-winning
pharmacy student Mahesha Rabadia.

in the clinics and taking notes on the type
and quantity of drugs being dispensed.
“We found that a lot of the older cardiac
and Type 2 diabetes medications were
being used and clinical notes are all
hand-written,” Ms Birkinshaw said.
“Next year we hope to help them
improve their records management
and take other much-needed medical

Associate Professor Brian Nook, Dean of

supplies such as blood pressure monitors

Murdoch’s School of Chiropractic and Sports

and computers, as well as drugs.

Science, said the chiropractic students had
built on the efforts of previous students to
the point where the project now had the
potential to have a long-term impact.
“Our students are basically operating a
fly-in, fly-out service where we provide
education in nutrition, hygiene and
body health,” Professor Nook said.
“However we have also realised the need to
set up some sort of ongoing clinic situation.
“One of our alumni has already set
up a scholarship, with the ultimate
aim of being able to bring students
from India here to study.”
John MacPhee, one of the students who
went on last year‘s trip, said the students
had raised almost $45,000 towards
purchasing land and building a school
in the rockbreakers’ community.
“We are working towards involving

Poverty in India
While official statistics from India
show some 26 per cent of the
country’s total population of 1.028
billion live below the poverty line,
Shashi Tharoor, a former undersecretary general of the UN, author
and columnist on Indian politics and
culture, says these figures do not
present the true picture to the world.
In a recent interview on Australian
television, Mr Tharoor pointed out
that the poverty line in rural India
was drawn at 30 cents a day, well
below the UN and World Bank
poverty line of a dollar a day.
“There are people in India [living]
above the poverty line who live in
conditions that the poorest Australian
would find appalling,” Mr Tharoor said.

“Although what we were able to supply
this time was of huge benefit to the
people of India, it has to be said that
we all received from the experience
far more than we could give.”
Students from Murdoch University’s Peel
Campus School of Nursing blazed a new trail
to India when they participated in a fiveweek hospital and village clinic exchange.
Then School of Nursing Associate
Lecturer Gabrielle Brand, who led the
group, said the experience would have
a lasting impact on the professional
lives of those who participated.
“The students spent three weeks at the
Chettinad Hospital getting hands-on
experience in children’s health, maternal
and infant care and community nursing
and then worked for a further two weeks
at a village clinic,” Ms Brand said.

other Australian universities with

“The students had the opportunity to be

chiropractic schools to ultimately set up

part of a clinical team that puts World

a fulltime clinic staffed by international

Health Organisation community health

volunteers,” Mr MacPhee said.
“We’re producing a manual to pass onto
other universities which gives them the
guidelines of how to become involved.”
Professor Nook said the initiative had
also had a fantastic response from
the profession within Australia.
“The students are always accompanied
by a team of qualified chiropractors
and we’ve had chiropractors from all
over Australia volunteering,” he said.
All students and volunteers who
participate in the program pay
their own travel expenses.
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Professor Nook said while there were
obvious benefits for the people of
West Bengal, there were also very
tangible benefits for the students.

Lecturer Kylie Birkinshaw, who was part
of the team who delivered the drugs to
the Shiva Shanta Mother and Child Centre
in Coimbatore and Temple of Service in
Chennai, said it was hard to understand
how big an impact such a donation could
have on people who have so little.

principles into action, giving them a

“In some cases just one antibiotic
tablet can cost the equivalent of a
day’s wage in India,” she said.

of Mahatma Gandhi who said: “In a

“A whole course of antibiotics is beyond
the means of most people, so often
they can only afford to take two tablets,
which can then create further problems
such as antibiotic resistance.”

University continue to “shake the

global perspective on health and a deeper
respect for other cultures that will be
invaluable in their professional lives.“
While the hurdles facing humanity in
India remain enormous, projects such as
these find a perfect fit with the wisdom
gentle way you can shake the world.”
If you would like to help Murdoch
world” you can make a donation to the
Murdoch University Foundation, which
provides support for student initiatives
such as these, on +61 8 9360 7281.
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Saving our
river dolphins

levels — among the highest recorded for

“We also compared incidences of other

dolphins anywhere in the world — were

significant dolphin deaths in the eastern

found in relatively young individuals.

states and overseas with other scientists,

“Females pass on the contaminants to their

including recent deaths of bottlenoses in

first-born calves through lactation and
through placental transfers – so in theory we

of the US in the 1980s and 1990s.”

males in the Swan River population,” he said

The Murdoch research team also contributed

The Murdoch research team, which

to an official Swan River Trust situation report

also included biologists Dr Hugh Finn

for the Environment Minister, outlining

and Dr Lars Bejder, sounded the alarm

research findings to date, unanswered

to authorities in November, citing the

questions and recommendations for

possibility that a combination of long-term

further studies and funding from the

exposure to contaminants, rapid seasonal

perspective of multiple state agencies,

changes in river water quality, severe

Murdoch and Curtin universities.

may have caused the cluster of deaths.

These included further testing of chemical

“Unusual mortality events like this one usually

in the Swan River, more research into sources

involve a suite of factors, some of which
may be synergistic,” Dr Finn explained.

into improving river dolphin population

through a multi-disciplinary and

health in both Perth and Bunbury.

Australia’s Chief Scientist Professor Lyn

to investigate the six deaths in conjunction

Beazley for review and it was made

Western Australia and around the country.
At the same time, Murdoch researchers
in Bunbury re-examined two years
of data from a study by PhD student
Holly Smith monitoring dolphins in
the Leschenault Estuary and Bunbury
inner waters which had documented
the deaths of eight dolphins there.
Only half of this population remained.
Perth and Bunbury incidents, Drs Finn and
Donna Faragher and Water Minister Graham

die in the Swan River in just five

Jacobs on the possibility that it could be due

publicly available in December.
At the time InTouch went to press in
January, some measures had already been
announced by the state government to
improve the health of the Swan River,
including funding of $250,000 to the Perth
Region Natural Resource Management’s
small to medium business auditing
program to reduce pollutant discharge.
Minister Faragher also launched a $3.19
million Swan Canning Water Quality
Improvement Plan to reduce nitrogen
and phosphorus input from catchments
into the Swan and Canning rivers,
creating new water-sensitive urban design
and nutrient-stripping wetlands.

to a much larger problem affecting more

The Swan River Trust, which funded

fishing line and one even had a fish

than just the health of the Swan River.

Murdoch research on contaminant levels in

months last year, they realised a

hook and line lodged in its throat.

Further tissue samples from both the

worrying pattern was emerging.

“Subsequent toxicology results on three

Post-mortems carried out by Murdoch
veterinary pathologist Dr Nahiid Stephens
and veterinarian and wildlife and
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Seeing striking similarities between the
Bejder briefed both the Environment Minister

painful entanglement in discarded

The Minister referred the report to Western

A collaborative project immediately began

University and other collaborators in

examined the sixth dolphin to

measures, greater public education on
river conservation and long-term research

of Environment and Conservation, Curtin

Some dolphins also had infections from

of river contamination and preventative

means testing a range of hypotheses

with the Swan River Trust, Department

As Murdoch University scientists

levels in fish destined for human consumption

“To determine why the dolphins died

collaborative approach.“

Dr Carly Palmer, Dr Louise Fitzgerald and Dr Nahiid Stephens
perform a post-mortem on one of the dead dolphins.

mortalities along the south-east coast

might expect even higher levels in mature

entanglement injuries and a suspected virus

Following the deaths of
14 dolphins in Perth’s
Swan River and Bunbury
inner waters, Murdoch
scientists are working to
save remaining dolphin
communities, reports
Tanyia Maxted.

the Gippsland Lakes (Victoria) and mass

dolphins showed record levels of chemical

Swan River and Bunbury dolphins
were sent off for analysis.

contaminants — the highest residues from the

“As well as providing evidence of any

banned pesticide dieldrin,” Dr Stephens said.

links between the Swan River and

conservation medicine researcher Dr Carly

“Levels of polychlorinated biphenyls

Palmer found startling signs of suppressed

(PCBs), DDT and its metabolites were

Bunbury deaths, these tests will also

the Swan dolphins in 2009, will also now
fund any future post-mortems into the
death of any dolphins in the Perth rivers.
Murdoch scientists have formed a Swan River
Working Group, led by the University’s Chair
in Fisheries Science and Director of the Centre

indicate if an as yet unidentified marine

for Fish and Fisheries Research, Professor

mammal pathogen may have been

Neil Loneragan, which will coordinate and

immune systems, such as severe skin lesions

also found to be abnormally high.”

present, such as Cetacean morbillivirus,

ramp up Murdoch’s river health, freshwater

and emaciation, as well as fungal and

Dr Palmer said it was especially

which can cause immunosuppression

and estuarine fish and dolphin research

bacterial infections in multiple organs.

concerning that these high chemical

in dolphins,” Dr Stephens said.

capacity on the Swan and Canning rivers.

How you
can help
Murdoch biologist Dr Hugh Finn
says city residents can play a role
in reducing the input of nutrients
and waste into urban waterways
to help save river dolphins.
“Boat owners can use products that
are environmentally-friendly and
homeowners can use environmentallyfriendly fertilisers and cleaning
products that don’t send chemicals
into the river system,” he said.
“People can participate in annual river
clean-up programs, join the Swan River
Trust’s Dolphin Watch program and
avoid disturbing dolphins by leaving
them alone and not feeding them.”
Run in collaboration with Murdoch
and Curtin, Dolphin Watch monitors
the presence of dolphins in the river.
The public can join the Trust’s River
Guardians program and sign up to
become a member of Dolphin Watch
at www.swanrivertrust.wa.gov.au.
Dr Finn says entanglement in
discarded or lost fishing line is also
a problem for dolphins, causing
injury, infections – particularly in
calves — and eventually, death.
“Entanglement can be avoided
by disposing of fishing line
properly on land and ideally
by using biodegradable fishing
line instead,” he said
Support is also needed to help
fund Murdoch’s research to ensure
the river dolphin communities
remain for generations to come.
If you would like to donate to the
Murdoch University Foundation
to support Murdoch researchers
working to save these unique
mammals, please call Jennifer
Turner on (08)9360 6507 or email:
jennifer.turner@murdoch.edu.au.
A donation form can be downloaded
at: www.cffr.murdoch.edu.au/mucru/
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Understanding
the impact
of chronic
environmental
change
Murdoch’s Director of the Institute for
Sustainability and Technology Policy and
Professor of Sustainability Glenn Albrecht has
invented a new word, solastalgia – and the world
is taking notice, David Cohen reports.

Solastalgia refers to the loss of solace
and the distress you have when you
are in a home environment that is
changing in ways that are unwelcome.
Professor Albrecht first used it when
investigating the impact of large-scale
open-cut coal mining on individuals and
communities in NSW’s Upper Hunter Valley.
He was looking for a word that captured
the distress people felt about the desolation
of their landscape and their loss of wellbeing under the impact of the extensive
open-cut coal mining in the region.
Professor Albrecht created his new
word in his dining room.
“My wife Jillian was helping me
look up synonyms for words that
better expressed what at that time I
called ‘placealgia’,” he recalled.
“When we came across ‘solace’ I knew
then that this word would be the
foundation of the new concept.”
Professor Albrecht also incorporated the
concept of desolation into the formulation of
solastalgia. He wanted a structural similarity
with the concept of nostalgia as it is also a
form of homesickness, but one experienced
when absent from a home environment.

“I wanted a concept to describe the
ongoing experience of chronic, negative
environmental change – hence both mining
and global warming qualify as likely to
generate solastalgia,” he explains.
“I describe solastalgia as the homesickness
you have when still at home.”
There’s real concern about the
future in Professor Albrecht’s
research and writing — he speaks
passionately about environmental
problems such as climate change.

“When, in Avatar, they (the viewers)
can see an alternative world, which is
beautiful, diverse and complex, one that
meets their aesthetic, spiritual and ethical
needs, they want to live within it.
“During the movie, they experience a
virtual solastalgia as they become virtual
participants in the attempted destruction
and desolation of the Na‘vi and other life
forms in this pristine environment ... all for
the sake of a meaningless materialism.

On his blog, Healthearth,
“The movie becomes, for such people,
(http://healthearth.blogspot.com/) late
an existential experience of negative
last year he posted an apology about the
environmental change
failure of the Copenhagen
(defined as solastalgia).
Summit on Climate Change
“That
a
brilliant
movie
that echoed the Federal
“At the conclusion of the
with all of its digital
Government’s apology to
movie when they must
special effects might
the Stolen Generations.
accept that such a world is
“We must say to you…
we are sorry your future
is being put at risk,” he
wrote as a private citizen.
“In addition, to those in
low-lying countries and
especially the poor who
cannot possibly adapt to
consequences of a warming
world... we say sorry.”

possibly be more
powerful as a change
agent than all the
environmental writers
and commentators
of the world says
something important
about environmental
education…“

The apology ends
with a call for courage and action.
“The time has come for elders and
those in privileged positions to
stand up to such selfishness and
egocentricity,“ Professor Albrecht said.
“Fellow inhabitants of the earth,
we must care about the future.
“We must make a rapid transition to
an ecologically sustainable economy,
one that is in harmony with our
environment and climate.
“With courage and action we can right
a future wrong in the here and now.”
But optimism about the future can come
from the most unexpected places.
Professor Albrecht is excited by the effect
the box office smash movie Avatar is having
on people’s thinking about the environment.
On his blog he suggests the movie provides
a virtual experience of solastalgia.
“As the real world is being desolated
(climate change, ecosystem distress
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etc etc), real people experience
solastalgia,” Professor Albrecht said.

virtual only, they experience
a virtual nostalgia for it
and become depressed.”
The irony of humans finally
seeing the value of life via a
computer-enhanced virtual
world isn’t lost on him.

“That a brilliant movie with
all of its digital special
effects might possibly
be more powerful as a
change agent than all the
environmental writers and commentators of
the world says something important about
environmental education in domains such
as global warming, Indigenous people and
their cultures, environmental and animal
ethics and habitat destruction,” he said.
Being the only environmental philosopher
in a science faculty, Professor Albrecht has a
unique position in Australian academic life.
He believes sustainability is at the
heart of human existence.
“We simply have to live within the
limits of biophysical reality and
creatively conduct our societies (culture,
agriculture and techniculture) in ways
that do not destroy the foundational
productivity, ecosystem services and
health of this planet,” he argues.
“As such, in my view, there can be no more
important job than being a professor of
sustainability and I look forward to putting
my entire intellectual and professional
energy into achieving sustainability
at all scales of human existence.”

Director of Murdoch’s Institute for Sustainability and
Technology Policy, Professor Glenn Albrecht.

Professor Albrecht is back in Western
Australia after 27 years away.
He left in 1982 to complete a doctorate
in the department of Philosophy
at the University of Newcastle.
He had every intention of returning to
WA after completing the PhD but instead
became gainfully employed at the University
of Newcastle with a fulltime tenured
position – a rare thing for a philosopher.
As well as being an academic, Professor
Albrecht was actively involved in the
creation of community projects, like the
Wetlands Centre at Shortland in Newcastle.
“To come home to WA and be involved
in research, teaching and community
engagement at the Institute will
be a great challenge,” he says.
“However, it will be one that will sustain
me and bring new research energy and
resources to Murdoch University.”
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The pampered camels, some of them worth

“There is also the potential for

shells of newborn chicks, the birds’ sex could

up to $8 million each, drink filtered water

medical breakthroughs, with camel

not be verified until they were 30 days old.

and are nourished with lucernes imported

nanobodies being looked at as a possible

from Australia and the United States.

treatment for human diseases.”

The cooperative project will also draw

Dr Spencer, who travelled to Al Ain

on the advice of Murdoch University’s

in August and returned again late in

digestive diseases expert Dr Guy Lester,

2009, described the opportunity to

Dr Spencer said he believed the foundations

veterinary studies Associate Professor

work on such a well-resourced project

were being laid for genuine long-term

David Murphy, Professor Nick Costa and

as a “staggering career highlight”.

collaboration between the UAE and

forensic geneticist Dr Peter Spencer.

He said his expertise would be used for

Murdoch University, with the likelihood

Dr Tinson said collaborating with Murdoch

an IVF breeding program, developing

that study and research exchanges

molecular diagnostic tests for the

would begin in the near future.

University consultants, who were renowned
for their expertise in the fields of genetics,
nutrition and anaesthesia, provided
great opportunities for skills transfer.

Alumni tie forges
new scientific
frontiers

He said Murdoch’s location in Western
Australia, which had the nation’s largest
desert and most substantial camel
population, contributed to shared interests
in camel nutrition and veterinary issues.
Dr Tinson said that along with cutting-edge
science, there was a desire to promote more
exchange programs with Emirati veterinary
students and raise awareness about camels.
He said as global warming put
increasing pressure on feed and water
availability, camels had the potential to
be the animal of the 22nd Century.

An alumni tie between Murdoch University’s
Dr Peter Gray and a leading United Arab Emirates (UAE) based camel
veterinarian is paving the way for new scientific frontiers. By Evelyn Duffy.
Veterinary anaesthetist Dr Peter Gray

Murdoch’s assistance was sought by the

“There will be a lot of input for

is among several Murdoch University

UAE Department of President’s Affairs

developing this system from Dr Tinson,

scientists who are contributing

chief veterinarian Dr Alex Tinson.

who is one of the world’s leading

their expertise to the expansion of
the personal camel racing facility

Drs Tinson & Grey, who studied together

“Along with Tanami, we have the experience

work to develop systems for prolonged

with alpacas and llamas as well as handling

anaesthesia for the camel surgery.

other large animals, such as horses.”

Dr Gray, who assisted with the design of

The UAE Presidential facility, which was

the new camel facility, said the co-operative

established more than 20 years ago to

work would have the goals of raising the

offer facilities for embryo research, exercise

bar for anaesthesia for camels and training

physiology and a camel hospital, is being

ground-breaking research in camel health.

UAE veterinarians in these techniques.

expanded to include a major purpose-built

The broad range of collaborative

Dr Gray, who provided anaesthesia for

projects between Murdoch and the

Tanami, a 456 kg Arabian dromedary

UAE includes developing molecular

camel operated on at Murdoch’s

Up to 1000 camels will be accommodated at

diagnostic tests for a highly dangerous

veterinary hospital early in 2009,

the facility, which also offers a

camel parasite, DNA sequencing and the

said the project would provide an

100m camel exercise pool and

world’s first genome map for camels.

unsurpassed professional experience.

a 9km desert racing track.

Sheikh Khalife Bin Zayed al Nahyan
in the United Arab Emirates.
Designed with the aim of drawing on the
best modern science can offer, the Al Ain
facility is primed to become a centre for
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“surra” and developing DNA profiling
programs to verify calf parentage.
Dr Spencer said a ‘super-ovulation‘

Murdoch staff could determine the sex
of a chick within hours of its birth.

“This is a wonderful opportunity to develop
long-term intellectual links with the
United Arab Emirates, “Dr Spencer said.

breeding program developed by Dr

“The Department of President‘s Affairs

Tinson involved taking donor sperm and

in the UAE is very well resourced and

multiple eggs from some of the facility’s

dedicated to establishing credible projects

fastest male and female camels and

which utilise the best that modern science

then planting embryos in surrogates.

can offer and it is a privilege to be part of it.

Although the centre was already using a

“This opportunity came about due

system to verify parentage, DNA testing
developed at Murdoch’s wildlife laboratory
offered substantially enhanced accuracy.
This testing could also be used in the
Presidential falcon facility, one of the
most advanced of its type in the world.
Dr Spencer said DNA testing on the

to an alumni tie between Dr Gray
and Dr Alex Tinson, who has lived in
the UAE for over 20 years. So, never
underestimate the ties of the alumni.
“The links we develop now will
bring many lasting benefits.”

“Our long-term aspirations are to use

feathers of newborn falcons would

Dr Spencer said the money spent on

cutting-edge science to breed and race the

detect the sex of birds so that formal

best camels on the planet,” Dr Tinson said.

expanding the camel racing facility

transportation papers, including

dwarfed the $19 million the Australian

passports, could be assigned to them.

Government was spending on a project

efficient with use of resources, provide

While laboratory technicians at Al Ain were

to control feral camels – believed to

transport and can produce milk and meat.

currently performing DNA tests on the egg

number over a million – in the outback.

“Camels are more disease resistant, more

camel veterinarians,” Dr Gray said.

at Melbourne University in the 1970s, will

for His Highness The President

dangerous camel parasite trypanosomosis

The new method introduced by

surgery, laboratories for genetics, nutrition,
microbiology, virology and drug testing.
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testing the microalgae. The species was

all steps in the process of microalgal

could take at least another decade before

selected from a possible field of 40,000.

biofuels production, from microalgae

algal biodiesel is a commercial concern.

A two-year pilot study using the tiny
organism has achieved the world’s
best production rates of oil from
algae grown in saline ponds.
“The productivity we have got on the small
ponds here is the best currently produced
in the world,” Professor Borowitzka said.
The team has been able to show

culture, harvesting of the algae and
extraction of oil suitable for biofuels
production,” Professor Borowitzka said.
While most other research organisations
abandoned algal biofuel work with the
end of the first fuel crisis in the 1970s,
Murdoch had the foresight to see the need

the right strain was crucial in getting
the process to its current state. Professor
Borowitzka cannot reveal the identity of the

Known affectionately as “slime ranching”,

algal strain but said it was a green-brown

the unusual farming technique, which

planktonic microalgae: very competitive;

has taken more than three decades to

fast growing; with a high lipid content and

develop, is about to take a major step

uses light efficiently. The strain has not been

forward with the help of millions of

modified, rather it has been domesticated.
He said slime ranching was not a simple

government and industry partners.

process and required careful farming

Construction of a series of large slime

methods and just the right conditions.

ponds at Karratha, in WA‘s North-West is

“Growing algae itself is not too complicated

about to begin, with the pilot plant expected

but growing them reliably is. We need

to be operational by July.
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to make sure that we have the same

The 800sqm of raceway ponds will see

species, that we don’t have problems

carefully tended microalgae swishing

of contamination with other algae or

around a rectangular structure fed by

protozoa that might eat the algae or

carbon dioxide bubbles and nutrients.

that we get a disease that might affect

The system will produce two types of fuel

the algae in the pond,” he said.

— biodiesel from the algal oils and ethanol

He said algae was a much maligned

from the sugars. Leftover algae will be
used to produce methane to help power
the system. Nutrients will be recycled in the
continuous algal culture, and carbon dioxide

Professor Michael Borowitzka shows
the Hon Judi Moylan MP, Member
for Pearce the oil production process.

from an adjoining power plant will feed into

grown, 1.8kg of carbon dioxide is taken
out of the atmosphere. The carbon dioxide

part of the oxygen on the planet. We tend
Over the years, the University has
helped develop a thriving algal industry

is returned when the biofuel is burnt.

feeding the world’s need for algal-based

The $3.5 million pilot project has received

industry. That experience has helped

$1.89 million funding from the Australian
Government as part of the Asia-Pacific
Partnership on Clean Development and
Climate. Future stages of the project are
expected to cost up to $10 million, with a
commercial plant costing tens of millions.
The project has a number of international
partners and the WA species of algae is

“Without algae we would not have
life in the oceans,“ he said.

exist because the algae produce a large

the same time reducing the power plant’s
carbon footprint. For every kilo of algae

organism but vital to life on earth.

“Without algae we wouldn’t survive and

the system to help the algae grow while at

Project leader marine phycologist Professor
Michael Borowitzka said the team has
spent years working on isolating and

worth less than bottled water.”

to grow algae in the world and finding

dollars of investment from the federal

Using a native strain of Western
Australian microalgae, the team
is attempting to grow commercial
quantities of biodiesel and bioethanol.

“Biofuel isn’t worth much. It is a lowvalue but high-volume product. It is

He said WA was one of the best places

being contaminated or dying off.

Fossil fuel supplies are expected to dry
up within 60 years and as the world looks
desperately for an alternative, scientists
at Murdoch University are piloting a novel
environmentally sustainable solution,
Jane Hammond reports.

economics,” Professor Borowitzka said.

to delve into the secrets of slime.

an extended period of time without

Murdoch researchers, in partnership
with colleagues from Adelaide
University, are working on a biofuel
that does not compete with food
crops for land, nor require the
destruction of rainforest for palm oil
plantations. Instead it uses sunshine,
carbon dioxide, salty water and
arid land to grow planktonic slime
that could one day help satisfy the
world’s need for liquid fuels.

oil for a time, but the problem is the

for alternative fuel sources and continued

that the algae can be grown over

Making oil
from slime

“It has been possible to produce algae

products, particularly for the nutraceutical
push Murdoch to the position of world
leader in the research and development
of commercial uses for algae and in
the development of algal biofuels.
Professor Borowitzka said the challenge now
was to bring down the cost of producing
a litre of biodiesel from algae. In the last

to see algae only when we see a toxic algal
bloom or something like that but they
are a key element in the food chain.”
Algal biofuels will not replace fossil
fuels entirely, Professor Borowitzka
cautions, but could, he said, be one
of a number of fuel sources that will
help meet future energy demands.
“The algae need about a sixth or tenth of
the area required by crops such as canola
to produce the same amount of oil.”

year alone the cost has dropped from

He said 100sqkm of ponds would produce

$12 a litre to less than $4 but the aim

sufficient oil to meet one per cent of

is to reduce this to less than $1 a litre.

the nation’s fuel needs. To achieve the

“This is the only biofuel project in

Professor Borowitzka is optimistic further

same result with land crops like canola

Australia working simultaneously on

cost reductions can be made but said it

would require at least 5000sqkm.

being tested in China and India to assess its
suitability for production in those countries.
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Program changing the
ending for teachers in
the North-West
Denise Cahill spoke to staff from the
School of Education about an innovative
project that aims to provide more early
childhood and primary teachers to the
Kimberley and Pilbara regions.

career, I understand how important
it is to provide opportunities for local
people to become teachers in and for
their communities,” Dr Price said.
“This project creates this opportunity.
“Perhaps the best thing is providing
these people an opportunity to attend
university and become teachers – an
opportunity they never thought existed.”
It could also help in softening the predicted
teacher shortage over the next 10 years
by opening up the teaching profession to
those living in country towns, as well as
going some way to solving the problem
of finding teachers, often in their early
twenties, willing to move to the far NorthWest for two years after they graduate.
“We all know about the shortage because
that is well publicised by the Department,
and there has always been, probably
always will be a shortage of teachers but
particularly early childhood teachers.
“This program may alleviate some of
the impact of shortages,” she said.
Despite the significant benefits of the
program, Dr Price said initial interest for
the first stage last year had been sluggish.
It wasn’t until Indigenous academic,
fellow project adviser and Murdoch
lecturer Libby Jackson-Barrett visited
the towns to let locals know about the
program that the situation improved.
“Her role has been absolute critical in
making this successful, particularly in
the second stage,” Dr Price said.

Dr Price said the students, who range in
age from their 20s to 50s, all work and the
majority have children or grandchildren.
Most had backgrounds as either teacher
assistants or child care workers.

Most students also have teacher mentors
who spend an hour with them each
week, and who can provide advice.

“Many of these students have been working
in schools for many, many years,” she said.

In Karratha, students meet at McDonalds to
study together because it has internet, coffee
and a playground for the kids, Dr Price said.

“They know their community, they speak
their languages.
“One of our students in Broome has been an
Australian Indigenous Education Officer since
she left school, and she runs a pre-kindy class
pretty much by herself – always has done.
“So she has this vast amount of experience
but not necessarily any academic
qualifications.”
Students keep in contact with tutors via
email or Skype and view lectures online.
Dr Price tells the tale of one student who
was so engrossed in an online lecture
she raised her hand to answer a question
before realising she was in her lounge
room thousands of kilometres away.
“One of the big benefits is that they have
met us face-to-face; they know us and
are quite happy and confident to ring us,
email us or use Skype,” Dr Price said.
“Having developed that relationship with
them, we can help them navigate enrolling
online; any issues they have, we can help.”
Students can also do their teacher practice
placements at local schools, with Dr
Price and Ms Jackson-Barrett travelling
to their communities to supervise.

They are also supporting each other.

She said for many of these students
it was the first time they had been to
university. In some cases they were the
first person in their family to go to uni
and therefore needed that extra help.
For that reason, they were encouraged
to do one or two units per semester
and then add more units when they
became familiar with the program.
“We want to let them do it very
slowly and very confidently and we
have found after the first year some are
now saying they could do three units,”
she said.
For Dr Price and Ms Jackson-Barrett,
the program has had a welcome
side effect of them becoming part
of the country community.
“We know them, we know them really well,”
she said.
“They tell me things about their lives.
“The other students (in Perth) are
so many, I don’t even know their
names, let alone where they live.”
The first cohort should graduate in 2012.

“One of the things she did was a road
trip to Kununurra, Wyndham and Halls
Creek with an Indigenous Project Manager
from the Department who was able to
introduce her to Indigenous communities.
It is a story that has been told many

This time the story has found a way to

part-time or externally in Murdoch’s fully

times in many different guises. Small

bring tertiary education to country towns

accredited Bachelor of Education (Early

country town  — not many jobs and little

in Western Australia’s North-West.

Childhood and Primary). The degree is part

or no access to tertiary education.

The result is a happy ending.

Those seeking to fulfil their career ambitions

Changing the ending is Murdoch

must leave their home to relocate to the

University’s School of Education, which

city for further study, promising one day to

is working with the Department of

return. Sometimes they do, other times not.

Education and Training (DET) to tackle

For those opting against packing their
suitcases and heading south, their
options are to accept whatever job they
can find and put ambitions on hold,
while enjoying a lifestyle few enjoy.
But this time the story has a different ending.
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of the Innovative Early Childhood workforce
project, a federal government initiative.
North-West Early Childhood and Primary
Teacher Workforce Development
strategy program coordinator Dr

the increasing need for highly qualified

Anne Price, Murdoch’s Education

early childhood and primary teachers

lecturer in Curriculum and Professional

in the Kimberley and Pilbara region.

Development, said it allowed people

The program offers people living in towns
such as Karratha, Tom Price, Halls Creek,

to live and work in their communities
while studying to become teachers.

Fitzroy Crossing, Derby, Wyndham and

“Having lived and worked in regional

Kambalda the opportunity to enrol either

and remote areas for my entire teaching

“In that road trip, she used the yarning
methodology that you go and talk to
people and develop a relationship and show
respect for the people and community.
“And that was what was critical in
getting students – Indigenous and
non-Indigenous – either enrolled in
second semester or applying to enrol
at the beginning of this semester.”
Dr Price said since then they had fielded
calls from people in the local communities
who heard about it through the grapevine.
Ten students enrolled in semester one last
year and 11 in second semester, and all have
received a one-year scholarship from DET.

Murdoch’s Dr Anne Price, Jane Morris and Libby Jackson-Barret.
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Postcard from...

Shanghai

Setting up shop in Shanghai
Alumnus Stephen Hay (Bachelor of Laws/Commerce

and give them a connection with the super economy of

1994) enjoys a posting in Shanghai – an unstoppable

the future, but raising a family here has its challenges.

and a “fierce” business environment.
I’ve been based here since April 2008 in my role as
sales and marketing manager for China Iluka Resources
Limited.
My wife Justine and I, and daughters, Gaby, 3, and
Helene, nine months, live in a 27th floor apartment in
Shanghai’s French Concession district.
I jumped at the chance to set up Iluka’s Shanghai office.
I joined Iluka’s Perth office in 1999 after having
previously worked at Woodside and BHP.
My interest in China was sparked in 2003 when I moved
into a marketing role focused on strategy and planning.
This interest grew with each trip I made here
and I also completed a business research
project on China as part of my MBA.
Chinese people are gracious hosts and there
is no shortage of exciting things to do.
The locals are fascinated by foreign children and often
stop to say hello or get their photos taken with our girls.
It’s terrific to expose our children to this environment
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The streets, shops, subways and public places are always
crowded and it can be tricky getting around with a pram.
Safety and health issues are always at the back of
your mind.
Doing business requires large doses of
patience and flexibility, as well as an ability to
remain firm on your position while remaining
calm. A strong liver is also helpful.
While the business environment is fierce, I am
lucky to be supported by the local knowledge
and experience of an excellent team.
I was among Murdoch’s first intake of law students when
I started my combined law commerce degree in 1990.
This degree gave me a useful background for an
early career in contract negotiation and management
and equipped me to build logical arguments –
something which is critical to successful negotiating.
We enjoy China, love the friendly people and are grateful
for the cultural awareness this experience has provided.
At the same time, we now have a deeper appreciation
for the quality of life Australians enjoy.
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world-class city offering excitement, a rich culture

